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About 1520, but they did not like him very well, he was a sort of a man who

tried to reform 4ˆ4/ conditions add looked askance at the pleasures the people

were having, and when he died they put flowers at the door of his because

they wer so gland o see him go. Since that time there has never been a cardinal

elected. They have all been Italians, but previous ones were Greek, 0 English

man and one Irishman, and yuu have Germans and a few Frenchman, and you have

people all over. The one thing that has been a strength of the Roman CAtholic

chruch, it has preserved the national attitude,and within the church they had

not made on the whole any difference about nationality. In South America, you

will find a great many bishops who come from Germany, Franc, or from Italty.

They have a great deal of interchante of pepulatlim, and it makes for

strengthg though the , Italians are in the majority, in the cardibalship, and

it was common talk in Jerusalem, in 1929, after a great deal of money had

been raised in the North in order to built some fine Catholic buildings there

in Jerusalem, that they caused the last details of the building to be delayed

and go on a longer then necessary in order when it was finished ready to be

dedicated, that it would not be when an American cardixL was in power. And so

there is feeling that wasy and the Italian, had the overwhelming power within

the church. But yet there has been a much higher degree of national attitude

perhaps in a body, and that is perhaps one thing that has given them their

strength.

( New Lecture)
It is a bit difficult to do that because it rather difficutl to have enough

copeis availabel for such a large a class of all the diffierent sources which

we might be intereeted in. Ii% We are worse off in this particular period

than the earlier period, another thing that is helpful about it is that certain

standard trends that are important for our church history but not necessary

to take a lot of time giving you I can simply assign them and you cai study them

in some standard work, that is a help in saving time in class in getting over

eiough marial, now there is a third pfW phase that occassionaly enters

and that is I assign you something that is not of primary importance in work
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